


OVERVIEW PRODUCT TECHNICAL SHEET
DJ6 Hydraulic Mechanical Jar

The Cougar DJ6 Drilling Jar is one of the toughest and most durable jars in the oil industry. 

Designed and operated in and for a wide range of applications, this jar is ideal for directional, 

horizontal and deep hole applications both on and o� shore. With its reliable, state-of-the-art 

design, the Cougar DJ6 Drilling Jar is a proven performer worldwide. 

SIMPLE TWO-WAY OPERATION
The two-way action of the jar gives the operator the ability to work the jar both upwards and 

downwards. The mechanical latch assures the operator that the jar will not accidently fire 

while tripping or making connections. 

The hydraulic operation upwards allows the customer to utilize pipe stretch to assist in the 

jarring performance and use the drill collar mass to assist in the jar impact. The jar can be 

pulled harder to give greater impact or pulled lighter to give a lesser impact.

The downward jarring is achieved mechanically by overcoming the downward lock setting, 

thus allowing the operator to fire the jar downward using the string weight above the jar in a 

hammering manner.

FEATURES

 unexpectedly while tripping or making connections.
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OPERATION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
JARRING UP

the jar to begin metering the jar.

Pulling force = lock setting + buoyed drill string weight above the jar + hole drag – pump open force.

(Pump open force = pump open area x pressure drop across bit)

Once this pull force is exceeded and applied to the jar, it will unlatch and begin the metering 

impact. The force or pull used will determine the delay time of the jar until impact.

JARRING DOWN

To fire the jar down, the drill string is lowered applying weight to the latch exceeding the preset 

mechanical latch setting. At that point, the latch will release allowing the jar to travel freely until 

the jar closes, creating a downward blow.

Raising the drill string until free movement stops will indicate that the mechanical latch is reset. 

The jar is then ready to be fired once again in either direction.

OPERATING NOTES
Drill collars will enhance the jar’s performance and increase its impact. The harder the jar is 

the jar has pulled through the mechanical latch, and the metering of the jar has been completed, 

then the jar will fire. Repeat the procedure by lowering the drill string, re-latching the jar.
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YOUR PARTNER FOR THE FUTURE


